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AntwerPPen
&
More
Another Conid day experience

Antwerp’s sincerity, daring character and confidence have allowed the city to develop an iconic style
and identity. From the legendary Antwerp Seven to the MAS-museum; Antwerp is definitely not ‘your
average city’. With Antwerp as our home base, Conid is very proud to be located in one of Belgium’s
most renowned cities, but what exactly makes Conid match perfectly with this peculiar Antwerpian
spirit?
Antwerp is a city that seeks constant innovation without
ever losing its distinctive personality. Resembling its
characteristic diamond, Antwerp is a multi-facetted
city, reflecting its many vibrant shades as perceived
through various angles.

and timeless desire to explore beyond borders are key
to Antwerp’s worldly allures. From housing the most
prestigious diamond suppliers to hosting the world’s
biggest dance festival: Antwerp truly has the courage
to make a statement on a global level.

“Antwerp is the home
of people and
companies
who try to break
the mould.”

“Conid empowers
and reinforces
Antwerp’s passion
for handwriting.”

Alongside the river Scheldt, the port of Antwerp
successfully exchanges ideas, products and cuttingedge technology. This dynamic atmosphere allows
new influences to flow into the city, as well as assuring
a solid reputation for Antwerp and Belgium on a
global level. Antwerp also has always been the home
of people and companies who try to break the mould
and dare to go off the beaten path. Its multiculturalism

Engraving
Every Conid client benefits from a personal service.
When ordering from the webshop you can specify the
desired nib grinding and personalised engraving on
the clip of your new Bulkfiller. We believe our Bulkfillers
could also be a timeless and elegant gift for any
special occasion, or simply for those who deserve it.
Another service we offer is to engrave a unique little
message on the clip, in order to lift your gift to an
even more personal level. This could be your name
or initials, a special date or even your company logo.
Please contact our team to discuss your personal
preferences. We will take care of your finishing touch
by putting our laser engraving machinery to work.

With great respect to its rich cultural heritage, Antwerp
finds harmony between tradition and modernisation.
In this regard, Conid supports this essential balance.
We aim to let Antwerp’s pioneering role in the history
of manuscription go hand in hand with contemporary
technology, in order to empower and reinforce
Antwerp’s passion for handwriting. Through creating
our fountain pens, we hope to pay great tribute to our
city, spreading sparks of our passion among our future
Conid writers.

“Engineered for people
who love writing”

The first retail project

The story of Jozef Cavens
back to the true essence of writing

Last October, Conid proudly announced the release of a brand new and exceptional Conid family
member: the AntwerPPen. The pen is unique in the sense that this is Conid’s first retail project and pays a
tribute to our home base: the city of Antwerp. With this new addition to the collection, Conid aims to put
emphasis on this typical Antwerpian sense of style and quality, multiculturalism and everlasting desire to
explore beyond borders, which are key to Antwerp’s worldly allures.

An ode to Antwerp

aims to introduce its Bulkfiller system to a more global

Our CEO Werner Helsen proudly proclaims that
“Antwerp, our home city, is a metropole enclosing
one of the world’s capital ports. We’re internationally
renowned for our innovative mindset, our diamond
expertise and our fashion industry. To this outstanding
pieces of craftsmanship, we now want to add an
exclusive fountain pen paying tribute to this marvellous

and retail-based market.

city”.

Exceptional look
The AntwerPPen combines the features of our
traditional Giraffe, Regular and Kingsize collection
with our renowned Bulkfiller system and an exclusive
Antwerp red patterned material. This pairing conveys
a long tradition of craftsmanship combined with the
courage and passion to breathe new life into this
beautiful city’s long history. On the other hand, Conid

A few months ago, the wonderfully unique story of Jozef Cavens, a former primary school teacher, came to our
attention. Jozef (87) used to live in Pulle, and has been a first grade teacher in Deurne for all his life. He now enjoys
his retirement in Wilrijk, Antwerp. During his career, he has taught over 800 children how to read and write with a
fountain pen. Passionate about writing, he exchanged his students spelling booklets with other teachers from all
over the world. This resulted in a collection of 96 booklets, all the way from Paris to Tanzania. Conid decided to do
something in return for Jozef, and what better way to honour him than with a very own fountain pen? This resulted in
our newest special edition: the Cavens Pen.

Two exclusive resellers
For this unique project, Conid chose to exclusively
collaborate with two renowned fountain pen retailers
in Antwerp: Kockx and Penworld. In the shadows of
our beautiful Antwerp Cathedral, they are selling our
AntwerPPens right in the beating heart of the city. For
more information about these two Antwerp pen shops,
please visit their website at www.kockx.be and www.
penworld.be.
Curious about the full story of the AntwerPPen and the
philosophy behind its peculiar design? Find out more
on our website:

www.conidpen.com/antwerppen.

Choosing the
right nib
a very personal affair

The Cavens Pen is a special edition of our Slimline
model, which is designed to be very straightforward
and accessible, focusing on the true essence of writing.
This pen has a simple yet elegant matte black finish,
with a touch of vibrant red at the rim, to symbolize the
red ink Jozef used to write the first letters in the spelling
booklets and a subtle wink to Antwerp. The infinity sign
at the clip resembles the ongoing and universal passing
along of handwriting skills, and supports keeping Jozef’s
collection alive. According to Jozef, these booklets
motivated his students to write with precision and
hopes to collect even more of them. “I hope we get to
one hundred one day, and that today’s children won’t
stop using fountain pens to try and write as beautifully

as they can”, he says.
With his collection, Jozef doesn’t only prove that all of
the children around the world write the same way, but
also that up until today, handwriting still plays a vital role
in worldwide education and children’s development
of skills. This opens an interesting debate around
today’s growing digital society and the introduction of
Digiboards, tablets and keyboards in classrooms. With
the Cavens pen, Conid hopes to reach people who are
also charmed by Jozef’s unique story and passion for
handwriting. This pen is therefore an ideal companion
for teachers, young writers or simply anyone who loves
the beauty and elegance of a fountain pen flowing
onto paper.

At Conid, we understand that next to innovation and
technology, it is eventually the nib that holds the
true essence of any qualitative fountain pen. Since
everybody has a very personal way of writing, we
believe that you should be able to accustom your nib
to your unique writing style and preferences. Therefore,
Conid offers a broad selection of nibs, all customizable
in size, material and grind.
Our nibmeister Johan Robbroeckx explains: “At
Conid we use the high-quality nibs from Peter Bock.
Every fountain pen that leaves these premises, gets
thoroughly tested by me. Our fountain pens are
personalized for every user, who provides us with
information on his/her personal preferences. A pen nib
can for example be grinded in such a way, that the
lines you write downward look different from the lines
you write upward”.
So how do you know what material and size to choose
or how your nib should be ground? On our Conid
website we provided answers to all these questions
at our Personalisation page, which displays detailed
information about all of our different options. Ordering
your personalized nib is easy using our Nib Configurator,
providing over 250 different options. Already owning a
Bulkfiller but desire to purchase an extra nib to match
your fountain pen? Conid offers the possibility to order
all of our custom ground nibs separately.
Visit our webshop at www.conidpen.com to explore
and configurate all the available options.

www.conidpen.com

CONID TEAM
Innovative, driven and confident,
Conid has reinvented an entirely
new approach to fountain pen
design. The Conid team benefits from
three decades of experience and
companionship between colleagues
of three generations.
One of the key principles we share is
that all different departments should
be working as one smoothly running
machine, sharing ideas, values and
innovative technology. All these
departments are empowered by one
strength: our people.
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“All over the world, people are writing
with our fountain pens”

In May, our unique Conid story got
picked up by the Belgian press.
Eventually, a page-long article
appeared in the newspaper,
portraying how a growing
company like Conid has built up
an international reputation in the
fountain pen world.

“We only purchase our pen nibs, but even those get
their finishing touch at Conid”, says Johan Robbroeckx,
our nibmeister. Every pen is made to match our client’s
personal preferences. “I finetune every pen nib until it
has the desired shape. The buyer then gets a personal
certificate for his pen and nib when it arrives at home.”

“Every pen
is made to match
our client’s
personal preferences”
Conid was founded ten years ago with the aim to
design our own products of Antwerp origin. “We want
to improve techniques that already exist for a while,
and we already did many exciting experiments. One
day, fountain pen collector Francis Goossens entered
our company with a fountain pen from the early 1930’s.
He wanted to fix the filling mechanism and asked if he
could use the machines from our company”, Werner
explains. “He complained about the small filling
capacity of the older fountain pens in his collection.
Together we brainstormed about a better system.
Francis came up with a filling mechanism inspired by a

medical syringe. Through dipping the nib in an ink well,
and pulling the handle of the built-in syringe, the pen
can fill up with ink.

“Today, collectors
from all over the world
have found
their way to Conid”
That is how our very first fountain pen was born”, says
Werner, who claims to have always written with a pencil
before the production of the first Conid Bulkfiller.
But who still uses a fountain pen today? After several pen
shows, our Bulkfiller got picked up by Stephen Brown, a
pen guru providing reviews on his renowned YouTube
channel. Today, collectors from all over the world have
found their way to Conid. “Half of our pen production
goes to the United States, where fountain pens are still
widely used. It’s a popular gift for a graduating son or
daughter, for example”.
“After all, the Bulkfiller is designed to be durable and
last a lifetime. Why not starting young?”

Neerlandweg 30 | 2610 Wilrijk | Belgium

www.conidpen.com
conidteam@conid.be
VISITS BY APPOINTMENT*:
Thursdays from 2pm to 4pm

Please let us know at least a week beforehand
when to expect you.

*
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